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I General Provisions 
Goals and targets: 
1.To identify the strongest athletes in the all style karate. 
2.To increase the sportsmanship of the athletes. 
3.To promote and develop of the style karate all around the world. 
4.To strengthen international sports ties. 

 
II Place and date of the competition  

Location: Russia, Moscow, Athletics and Football Center CSKA. 
Dates: 21.11.2019 – 24.11.2019  
 

III Competition organizers 
1.International public organization "All Style Karate Federation". 
2.«Russian All Style Karate Federation» 
 
Panel of Referees: 
Chief Referee – mr Ramil Gabbasov; 
Deputy Chief Referee – mr Arthur Avetisyan; 
Deputy Chief Referee – mr Alexander Menshikov; 
Chief Secretary – mrs Natalya Vishnyakova; 
Deputy Chief Secretary – mr Dmitry Nazarov. 
 
The IASKF Junior Championship Referees Corps will be formed on the basis of the 

results of the work of the international judicial seminar of referees who received “good” 
and “excellent” marks. 
 

Address of the organizing committee: Moscow, Radio str, 7-1 office 107. 
Contacts: phone: 8 (496) 640-77-02, fax: 8 (495) 640-77-12 

 
IV Requirements for competitors and conditions for their admission 

4.1. Conditions determining the admission of organizations and athletes to the 
competition: 

4.2. Size of the membership: 
- team’s official representative; 
- athletes – from the country (national team) - 4 people or less in each type of program 

and other athletes representing organizations including sports club. 
4.3. Each participant admitted to the competition must have its own: 
- white karate-gi approved by regulations (http://askarate.ru/all-styles-karate.html); 
- two karate belts (red and white colours); 
- white hand pads (LC); 
-other means of protection, in accordance with the rules of the competition on separate 

group of karate disciplines (LC1, FC2 and MP3) 
                                                           
1 Light contact (LC) – is a type of kumite, when athletes imitate strikes.  
2 Full contact (FC) – is a type of kumite, when athletes strike each other in the head (only with legs), body and legs.  
3 Full contact with means of protection (MP) – is a type of kumite, when athletes strike each other in the head, body, arms 
and legs, using means of protection. 
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ATTENTION! Each athlete has to take its own uniform equipment and personal 

means of protection. 
 

V Competition program 
November 22 – 9:00 am- International Judicial Seminar. Referees Corps will be 

formed on the basis of the results of the work of the international judicial seminar of 
referees. 

 Link to the seminar program  http://iaskf.ru/archives/category/documents. 
 
Competition schedule: 
 
November 21 – the arrival day. 
 
November 22 – 10:00 am – 4:00 pm Committee on admission of competitors in the 

athletic football center CSKA. All official teams representatives, included into the 
applications from the countries, arrive at the commission with the documents listed in 
section XI of these regulations. The accountant presented at the commission would be able 
to make a donation to the championship. 

 5:00 pm. - Meeting with representatives of teams on the basis of work and the 
commission for admitting participants to the competition (weighing) of athletes 
participating in the competition on November 22: sanbon-kumite 

 
November 23 08:00-8:45 am Athletic and Football Center CSKA registration of the 

athletes Kata-rengo kai, Kata-groups, Kata-goju-ryu, Kata-bunkai, Fuku-go, MP-kata-
solo, MP-Kata-solo with item, Sanbon kumite (all ages). 
 

09:00-18:00 competitions. 
 

№ Tatami time schedule  age groups sports discipline  

Tatami №3 09:00-14:00 Girls 12-13 y.o. Kata-rengo kai 

Girls 14-15 y.o. Kata-rengo kai 

Ladies 16-17 y.o. Kata-rengo kai 

14:00-18:00 Girls 12-13 y.o. Sanbon kumite  

Girls 14-15 y.o. Sanbon kumite  

Ladies 16-17 y.o. Sanbon kumite 

Tatami №4 09:00-14:00 Boys 12-13 y.o. Kata-goju-ryu 

Girls 12-13 y.o. Kata-goju-ryu 

Boys 14-15 y.o. Kata-goju-ryu 

Girls 14-15 y.o. Kata-goju-ryu 
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Junior men 
16-17 y.o. 

Kata-goju-ryu 

Junior ladies 
16-17 y.o. 

Kata-goju-ryu 

14:00-18:00 Boys 12-13 y.o. MP-Kata-solo with item 

Girls 12-13 y.o. MP-Kata-solo with item 

Boys 14-15 y.o. MP-Kata-solo with item 

Girls 14-15 y.o. MP-Kata-solo with item 

Junior men 
16-17 y.o. 

MP-Kata-solo with item 

Junior ladies 
16-17 y.o. 

MP-Kata-solo with item 

Tatami №5 09:00-14:00 Girls 12-13 y.o. Fuku-go 

Girls 14-15 y.o. Fuku-go 

Junior ladies 16-17 
y.o. 

Fuku-go 

14:00-18:00 Boys 12-13 y.o. Fuku-go 

Boys 14-15 y.o. Fuku-go 

Junior men 16-17 y.o Fuku-go 

Tatami №6 13:00-18:00 Boys 12-13 y.o. MP-kata-solo 

  Girls 12-13 y.o. MP -kata-solo 

 Boys 14-15 y.o. MP -kata-solo 

  Girls 14-15 y.o. MP -kata-solo 

  Junior men 16-17 y.o. MP -kata-solo 

  Junior ladies 16-17 
y.o. 

MP -kata-solo 

Tatami №7 09:00-14:00 Boys 12-13 y.o. Kata-bunkai 

Boys 14-15 y.o. Kata-bunkai 

Junior men 16-17 y.o. Kata-bunkai 

Tatami №8 13:00-18:00 Boys 12-13 y.o. Kata-rengo kai 

Boys 14-15 y.o. Kata-rengo kai 

Junior men 16-17 y.o. Kata-rengo kai 
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Boys 12-13 y.o. Kata-groups 

Boys 14-15 y.o. Kata-groups 

Junior men 16-17 y.o. Kata-groups 

Tatami №10 09:00-14:00 Boys 12-13 y.o. Sanbon kumite 

Boys 14-15 y.o. Sanbon kumite 

Junior men 16-17 y.o. Sanbon kumite 
 

 
18:00-20:00 - Commission for the admission of competitors (weighting) of athletes 

participating in the competition on November 24 (athletes must arrive with their official 
representatives): FC- kumite, MP- kumite(all ages) 

 
November 24 с 08:00-8:45 Athletic and football center CSKA athletes registration 

for Ippon kumite  (all age groups). 
09:00am-6:00pm  - competitions. 
 

№ Tatami Time Age group Discipline 

Tatami №3 09:00-18:00 Boys 12-13 y.o. FC- kumite 

Girls12-13 y.o. FC- kumite 

Boys 14-15 y.o. FC- kumite 

Girls 14-15 y.o. FC- kumite 

Junior men 16-17 y.o. FC- kumite 

Junior ladies 16-17 y.o. FC- kumite 

Tatami №4 09:00-18:00 Boys 12-13 y.o. Ippon kumite 

Boys 14-15 y.o. Ippon kumite 

Junior men 16-17 y.o. Ippon kumite 

Tatami №5 09:00-18:00 Girls 12-13 y.o. Ippon kumite 

Girls 14-15 y.o. Ippon kumite 

Junior ladies 16-17 y.o. Ippon kumite 

Tatami №10 09:00-18:00 Boys 12-13 y.o. MP- kumite 

Girls 12-13 y.o. MP- kumite 

Boys 14-15 y.o. MP- kumite 
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Girls 14-15 y.o. MP- kumite 

Junior men 16-17 y.o. MP- kumite 

Junior ladies 16-17 y.o. MP- kumite 

 
 

November 25 – Departure day. 
 
Competitions are held in accordance with the current rules of all style karate 

federation. 
 
 

Group of athletes Discipline 

Boys 12-13 y.o. FC-kumite weight class 35 kg 
FC-kumite weight class 40 kg 
FC-kumite weight class 45 kg 
FC-kumite weight class 50 kg 
FC-kumite weight class 55 kg 
FC-kumite weight class 65 kg 
Fuku-go 
Ippon kumite12 y.o. 
Ippon kumite13 y.o. 
Kata-bunkai 
Kata-goju-ryu 
Kata-groups 
Kata-rengo kai 
Kata-solo with item 

MP-kata-solo 
MP-kumite weight class 39 kg 
MP-kumite weight class 45 kg 
MP-kumite weight class 48 kg 
MP-kumite weight class 54 kg 
MP-kumite weight class 64 kg 
Sanbon kumite40 kg 
Sanbon kumite45 kg 
Sanbon kumite50 kg 
Sanbon kumite55 kg 
Sanbon kumite70 kg 
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Girls 12-13 y.o. FC-kumite weight class 50 kg 
FC-kumite weight class 60 kg 
Fuku-go 
Ippon kumite12-13 y.o. 
Kata-goju-ryu 
Kata-rengo kai 
Kata-solo with item 

MP-kata-solo 
MP-kumite weight class 45 kg 
Sanbon kumite45 kg 
Sanbon kumite60 kg 

Boys 14-15 y.o. FC-kumite weight class 50 kg 
FC-kumite weight class 55 kg 
FC-kumite weight class 60 kg 
FC-kumite weight class 65 kg 
FC-kumite weight class 75 kg 
Fuku-go 
Ippon kumite14 y.o. 
Ippon kumite15 y.o. 
Kata-bunkai 
Kata-groups 
Kata-rengo kai 
Kata-solo with item 

MP-kata-solo  
Kata-goju-ryu 
MP-kumite weight class 51 kg 
MP-kumite weight class 57 kg 
MP-kumite weight class 64 kg 
MP-kumite weight class 72 kg 
Sanbon kumite50 kg 
Sanbon kumite55 kg 
Sanbon kumite60 kg 
Sanbon kumite75 kg 
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Girls 14-15 y.o. FC-kumite weight class 55 kg 
FC-kumite weight class 65 kg 
Fuku-go 
Ippon kumite14-15 y.o. 
Kata-goju-ryu 
Kata-rengo kai 
Kata-solo with item 

MP-kata-solo 
MP-kumite weight class 51 kg 
MP-kumite weight class 60 kg 
MP-kumite weight class 68 kg 
Sanbon kumite50 kg 
Sanbon kumite60 kg 

Junior men  
16-17 y.o. 

FC-kumite weight class 60 kg 
FC-kumite weight class 65 kg 
FC-kumite weight class 70 kg 
FC-kumite weight class 75 kg 
FC-kumite weight class 85 kg 
Sanbon kumite60 kg 
Sanbon kumite65 kg 
Sanbon kumite70 kg 
Sanbon kumite80 kg 
Ippon kumite16-17 y.o. 
Kata-groups 
Fuku-go 
Kata-goju-ryu 
Kata-rengo kai 
Kata-bunkai 
MP-kumite weight class 57 kg 
MP-kumite weight class 64 kg 
MP-kumite weight class 72 kg 
MP-kumite weight class 90 kg 
MP-kata-solo 
Kata-solo with item 

Junior ladies  
16-17 y.o. 

FC-kumite weight class 70 kg  
Fuku-go 
Ippon kumite16-17 y.o. 
Kata-goju-ryu 
Kata-rengo kai 
Kata-solo with item 

MP-kata-solo 
MP-kumite weight class 57 kg 
MP-kumite weight class 72 kg 
Sanbon kumite60 kg 
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Only athletes aged from 12 to17 full years are allowed to participate in the 

IASKF World Championship. The age of the athlete is determined on the day of the 
competition. 
 

 
VI Summing up terms 

1. Sports competitions in fights and in biathlon are held according to the Olympic 
system: the winner of the final fight takes the first place, the loser takes the second, the 
losers of the semi-final fight for the third place. 

2. Kata-rengo kai, MP-kata-solo, kata-goju-ryu competitions are held by point 
system 

Athletes perform kata of different style in each stage and in the final. 4 people make 
it to the final. After entering the tatami athlete declares the name of the kata being 
performed. 

Kata list link: http://iaskf.ru/archives/category/documents 
Athletes acting in the disciplines of Kata-Rengo kai perform kata from the list only 

from F-120OK to F-134OK, from G-135OK to G-156OK. 
In the discipline "MP-kata-solo" the athlete cannot perform kata in the 2nd and 3rd 

round with the same difficulty coefficient. 
3.  A set of 3 awards is played out in all kinds of competitions: 1st place, 2nd place 

and 3rd place. 
4. The national teams are ranked by the sum of points scored by the two best athletes 

in each discipline based on the following table: 
 

Place 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Points 17 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

 
 

Disciplines where there are no competitions for the places from the 5th to the 8th 
each athlete gets 10 points, from 9th to 16th places each athlete gets 5 points. 

Under equal points of two teams or more the advantage would be given to the team 
with the most 1st, 2nd etc places.  

 
VII Rewarding ceremony 

1. All 1st, 2nd and 3rd place winners will be given the medals and diplomas of the 
hosting organization. 

Extra prizes for the athletes, coaches and referees could be provided by sponsors and 
other organizations. 

 
VIII Financing terms 

Athletes, coaches and judges transit (round-trip, food, accommodation, insurance) - 
is provided at the expense of sending organizations. 

Donation for the competition is 20 euro per participant for each discipline. 
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Donations are to be paid by bank transfer no later than November 10, 2019 to the 
bank account of the international public organization Federal All Style Karate (Attachment 
2) with the comment - “Donations for competitions (country, number disciplines)”. It is 
also can be paid during the committee on admission on November 22. 

Donations are not refundable.  
The amount of the advance payment for the appeal is 50 euros. In the event that the 

appeal is successful, money will be reimbursed. 
 
 

IX Application for participants 
1. Preliminary applications for participation in World Championship from a country 

or a club are submitted in Microsoft excel form at the mail address: info@iaskf.ru  until 
10.11.2019. 

 
If the submissions are received after the expiration of the deadline or with the lack 

of necessary information, the athlete would be fined to 20 euros. 
2. The applications for the World Championship (Attachment 1) signed by the head 

of the delegation and the doctor; other documents are submitted to the committee on 
admission (November 22). 

3. List of documents for the committee on admission (for each athlete): 
- passport; 
- admission of a sports doctor to participate in competitions, issued not earlier 

than May 24,2019; 
- Accident insurance contract valid at the time of the competition (original), 

plus a properly executed translation in English or Russian. 
- application for admission (Attachment 4); 
- registration list of a competitor (Attachment 3). 
 

ATTENTION DELEGATION LEADERS! Please bring to the committee on admission 
2 flags of your country, 1.5x2.25 meters in size, and a shortened version of your national 
anthem on a flash drive or on a CD.
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Attachment № 1 
 
  

Application to participate 
In  IASKF Junior World Championship   

 
 

Country __________________________national team/club: _______________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                        circle correct 
 

Location: Moscow                                                                                                                                   Committee on admission date: November 22, 2019 
 

№ Family 
name 

Name Sex Date of birth Age 
(full 

years) 

Discipline Personal 
coach’s 
name 

Doctor’s 
signature, 

stamp Duels Kata 

          
          
          

 
Number of athletes allowed to compete: ______________  
Medical doctor post:                                                                                             _________________________/_________________/     
                                                                                                                                                                                             Signature                                        full name 

 
Official team representative: ___________________________________________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                                     Full name 

Confirm that the documents (life and health insurance policy against accidents, compulsory health insurance policy (original documents)) of athletes meet the 
requirement. And I am able to provide them on short notice.                                                                                                                                                                 
 
Official team representative                  ______________________________        _____________________________________________ 
                                                                                                          (signature)                                                                           (full name)
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Attachment № 2 

 
 

Receipt for payment 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Name of the Organization  International All‐Style Karate Federation

Short name of the Organization IASKF

Address  105005, Moscow, Radio st., 7/1 

Principle State Registration 
Number 

1057700015372

Tax Identification number (TIN) 9701053222

Tax registration reason code 
(TRC) 

770101001

Account  40703978538001000574 of 
SBERBANK (Moscow, Russia)  

SWIFT  SABRRUM

Address  Russian  Federation,  Moscow, 

Vavilov Ul.19 

Purpose of payment  Competition fee ( fill in the name of the 
competition) 

Country  Fill in by yourself 
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Attachment № 3 
 

List of registration for the participant of the World Championship IASKF 
21-24.11.2019 

 
1. ______________________________________________________________________________ 

(full name) 
2. ______________________           3. Date of Birth   ___________________________ 
         nationality                                                  
 
4.  Discipline: FC, LC, MP            __________________________________     
          (circle the needed)                                            discipline     
 
5.  Approved by:            Coach   __________________  
                                                                 (full name)                             (coach’s signature)                            
6. Weight (for duels)    ____________ kg   

  
7. Documents: 

- ID/passport or birth certificate:  yes,  no 
- insurance: yes, no 
- policy: yes, no 
 
8. doctor’s certificate: _________________________________________/______________/ 
                                                                                                                        Doctor’s signature 

NOTE: athlete and coach fill only paragraphs 1-5   

NOTE: Each discipline requires its own list of registration 
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Attachment № 4 

To the Chief Referee mr. R. Gabbasov 
 
From____________________________________ 

(father’s full name) 
ID №____________________ 
Issued on______________________ 
______________________________________ 
From____________________________________ 

(mother’s full name) 
ID №____________________ 
Issued on______________________ 
______________________________________ 

 
APPLICATION 

 
We ask you to permit our son (daughter) 
 

full name 
date of birth   
 

to participate in IASKF Junior World Championship, November 21-24 2019  
address: Russia, Moscow, athletics and football center CSKA  

 
In case of injuries and related consequences, during participation in the World Championship, including 

the injuries from the usage of equipment  (allowed or not by the organizers)  and when moving about in the 
sports areas of the World Championship or  during the preparation and training sessions for these 
competitions, we (parents) will not have any claims to the chief referee, organizers of the tournament, 
coaching staff and the owners of the sports arena in which the competitions are held. 

Rules of All-Style Karate World Championship are known 
 
_________________________________________________   __________________ 

                                                       name handwritten                                                   signature 
   

_________________________________________________   __________________ 
                                                      name handwritten                                                   signature 

 
             __________________ 

           date    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


